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Abstract
Guarantees for traffic traversing the public Internet are hard to come
by, as service-level agreements are typically only available for traffic
within a single autonomous system or towards direct neighbors.
This deficiency leads to unpredictable performance already under
normal conditions and can cause outages in the face of networklevel distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. In this paper, we
present an architecture achieving guaranteed bandwidth properties
for global inter-domain network traffic. The control plane of our
architecture is based on a distributed server infrastructure, while the
data plane enables efficient packet forwarding on per-flow stateless
routers. Our implementation demonstrates the technical feasibility
and scalability of the design.

CCS Concepts
• Security and privacy → Denial-of-service attacks; • Computer systems organization → Availability; • Networks → Network protocols.
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1

Introduction

With the consolidation of computation in data centers, the tension created by co-location of multiple tenants sharing resources
has resulted in numerous separation mechanisms to provide resource guarantees. Consequently, service-level objectives (SLOs)
have been established at various levels: the CPU provides isolation
to prevent information leakage [52, 63]; hypervisors can be configured to guarantee minimal amounts of resources to individual
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virtual machines [60]; and the local network optimizes communications within the data center [42]. The final frontier is the Internet,
raising a fundamental research question: can we provide SLOs in
an open Internet—even under the threat of denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks—in a scalable manner? While centralized control facilitates
SLOs (e.g., inside a data center), there are numerous interacting
entities on the heterogeneous Internet.
We consider three important areas that require scalability, given
an increase in network size, number of flows under an SLO, and
traffic volume: (1) control-plane scalability studies the growth of
communication, processing, and storage overhead for admission
control and resource allocation; (2) data-plane scalability considers
the processing and storage overhead for packet forwarding, including authentication, monitoring, and policing to detect or prevent
adversarial actions; and (3) management scalability captures the human effort to configure and administer an autonomous system (AS).
Past efforts cannot handle adversarial settings, where some of
the actors behave maliciously, or fall short to achieve scalability in
one or multiple of these three areas. Of the many systems proposed
to achieve guarantees for global communication, the two archetypal and most widely deployed architectures are Integrated Services
(IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffServ). They constitute the
two extreme points in the trade-off spectrum between scalability
and strength of offered guarantees, and we will therefore use them
as representatives of other systems that employ the same ideas and
suffer from the same shortcomings (see §8 for a survey).
IntServ provides very strict guarantees on the communication
parameters through end-to-end reservations, but is known to scale
poorly in all three areas because of the complex decisions that must
be made for processing the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)
requests and the amount of per-flow state that on-path routers
have to keep. DiffServ, on the other hand, provides hosts with a
way to divide their traffic into a number of classes according to
the application’s requirements, indicated in the IP packet’s type of
service (ToS) header field [8]. Packet scheduling and prioritization
to enforce the desired service level is then delegated to the on-path
routers. DiffServ scales well with respect to the three scalability
areas, as the only information needed for the traffic differentiation
is carried in the IP packet header. Unfortunately, the guarantees
provided by DiffServ are weak, as they lack signaling between
the entities on the path, which translates to per-hop forwarding
strategies that are blind to the state of the downstream networks.
These two examples reveal the apparent trade-off that all existing
resource-reservation architectures are forced to make: strong guarantees overload the network precluding Internet-wide scalability,
while in light-weight systems such guarantees are sacrificed. Further, neither DiffServ nor IntServ protect against adversarial action:
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an adversary can spoof protocol messages, over-use its reservations,
or interfere with communications between other entities.
In this work, we present Colibri, a concrete design and implementation of a collaborative lightweight inter-domain bandwidthreservation infrastructure for the global Internet that overcomes
the scalability–quality trade-off and can provide SLOs in the form
of worst-case minimum bandwidth guarantees. Colibri is made
possible through the confluence of several recently developed technologies: path-aware networking providing path choice and stability [39]; a fair and scalable resource-allocation system [62]; a global
symmetric-key distribution system enabling efficient per-packet
authentication [43]; an efficient replay-suppression system [32];
and an overuse-flow-detection system [44, 64]. These systems and
their role are summarized in Table 1, and described in detail in §2.
Scalability of the system is achieved through hierarchical decomposition at several levels:
• Topological: reservations are split between the Internet core
and local AS hierarchies, reducing the global coordination effort.
• Temporal: intermediate-term AS-to-AS reservations carry most
of the computational overhead, which is thus amortized over
time. Based on these, short-term reservations are inexpensively
set up for host-to-host communications.
• Monitoring: stateful reservation monitoring is performed at
the edge. At transit and core ASes—where the number of flows is
too high to be processed statefully—neighbor-based probabilistic
monitoring is used.
• Policing: each AS is responsible for preventing its hosts from
overusing a reservation; this in turn is enforced by other ASes:
per-packet authentication and duplicate suppression allow unambiguously attributing misbehavior to the offending AS and
thus punishing it—e.g., by cancelling existing reservations and
declining future ones.
The core property we seek in Colibri is to provide minimum bandwidth guarantees between any pair of ASes on a given path, irrespective of distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks or other
allocations. In the common (non-attack) case, allocations will be
much higher, but worst-case guarantees enable Internet-scale SLOs.
This work is thus the first to present a concrete, scalable system
design to solve the open problem of Internet-scale SLOs, bridging
the gap between the data center and the end user, and completing
the final step towards end-to-end-protected services. Our implementation of Colibri shows that it achieves the three notions of
scalability—control plane, data plane, and management—and can
operate securely in a federated Internet in the presence of adversaries: the control-plane services can process 2000 reservations per
second on a single core, while our software router can authenticate
and forward 34 million packets per second (312 Gbps for 1 KB packets) without specialized equipment. Our implementation of Colibri
is now part of SCIONLab [29].1

2

Background and Enabling Technologies

Traditionally, inter-domain bandwidth reservation systems were
fundamentally limited by the following challenges, each of which
needs to be resolved to achieve a viable system: (1) per-flow state
in the data plane, (2) lack of path stability, (3) lack of path diversity,
1 https://github.com/netsec-ethz/scion/pull/101
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Table 1: Challenges faced by resource-reservation systems,
and the technical solutions used in Colibri.
Enabling technology

Challenge
Per-flow state in the fast path

PCFS

§2.1

Re-convergence changes reservation path
Path-hijack invalidates reservation★

Path stability

§2.1

No reservation space available on path
On-path adversary★

Path choice

§2.1

Large number of reservations

ISDs and segment types

§2.2

Framing attack with spoofed packets★

Per-packet source auth.

§2.3

Authentication overhead of signatures

Symmetric-key auth.

§2.3

Framing or DoS through packet replay★

Duplicate suppression

§2.3

Over-use of legitimate reservation★

Prob. monitoring

§2.3

Difficult admission decisions

Reservation hierarchy

§3.1

★ Adversarial

action.

(4) flows overusing their reservation, (5) framing attacks by on-path
routers through packet replay or alteration, (6) framing attacks by
off-path entities using source-address spoofing, and (7) DoS attack
on routers’ packet-authentication system. In the remainder of this
section, we describe the developments in networking that are at
the basis of Colibri and allow to overcome both performance and
security challenges. Table 1 presents a summary of these points.
Adversary Model. Regarding attacks, we consider two types of
adversaries:
• An on-path adversary is a malicious entity residing in or controlling one of the ASes on the forwarding path of the packet. It is
able to drop, alter, or replay the packets that traverse the AS, or
inject forged packets.
• An off-path adversary is not directly located on the forwarding path, but can still attempt to influence the communication
by hijacking traffic (therefore becoming an on-path adversary),
source-spoofing, creating congestion on the forwarding paths,
or by flooding the control plane with bogus announcements,
preventing convergence.
We provide an analysis of attacks and how they are prevented in §5.

2.1

Path-Aware Networking

Path-aware networking is embraced by several proposed future Internet architectures such as Platypus [40, 41], PoMo [12], NIRA [68],
Pathlets [21], SCION [39, 73], and NEBULA [2]. Their defining trait
is that path information such as traversed ASes and measurements
are disclosed to end hosts, which obtain some control over the
forwarding path of their packets. This is often implemented using
packet-carried forwarding state (PCFS), where forwarding information is included in the packet header. Path-aware networks provide
two essential properties for a resource-reservation architecture:
path stability and path choice.
Path Stability. Since routing decisions are decoupled from the
dissemination of path information, these networks do not suffer
from the long convergence times that affect path-vector protocols
such as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Reservation guarantees
are hard to achieve and maintain if communication has to wait
for re-convergence after every routing event. Moreover, the PCFS
protects forwarding from routing attacks attempted by off-path
adversaries, preventing the denial of reservations by means of BGP
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hijacking or similar attacks. Together, these properties ensure that
AS-level paths, and any reservations on them, are stable in time
and cannot be affected by off-path entities.
Path Choice. In the current Internet, the routing protocol selects
a single forwarding path; if the path is congested there is no reliable
way to reroute around the congestion. In path-aware architectures,
hosts can choose to use one (or several) of the paths discovered
by the routing protocol. This feature not only allows for much
more fine-grained routing optimization—as shown by Sobrinho
et al. [51]—but enables multiple options for reservation architectures: in case the reservation request cannot be met on the first
path, Colibri can attempt to make a reservation on the alternative
paths, which increases the probability of a successful reservation.
Multiple reservations across multiple paths can also be used, e.g.,
by a multipath transport protocol.

2.2

Isolation Domains and Path Segments

Colibri builds on SCION as its underlying network architecture.
Besides its mature development stage [29], its open-source implementation [45], and its real-world deployment [1, 28, 54], we chose
SCION particularly for its hierarchical decomposition of ASes to
improve the scalability of the system.
SCION groups ASes into isolation domains (ISDs) [39] and distinguishes between core ASes and non-core ASes. Core ASes are typically larger entities that manage the ISD’s trust roots, and provide
connectivity to other ISDs. The routing process is then split into
(i) an intra-ISD process discovering up-segments (from non-core
ASes to core ASes) and down-segments (from core ASes to noncore ASes), and (ii) an inter-ISD process discovering core-segments
between any pair of core ASes. At most one up-, one core-, and one
down-segment are then combined by source hosts to construct full
end-to-end paths. Thus, SCION tames the (worst-case exponential)
complexity of global path discovery by decomposing it into three
separate routing sub-problems, which are further simplified by existing customer-provider relationships between ASes. To avoid the
inefficiency of hierarchical routing, packets can be routed through
shortcuts between up- and down-segments. Finally, to uniquely
identify an inter-domain connection, SCION uses interfaces, which
need to be unique within an AS and can be defined by each AS independently. Paths are represented by ingress–egress interface-pairs
for each on-path AS.
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DRKey. The dynamically-recreatable-key (DRKey) infrastructure allows Colibri to achieve line-rate per-packet authentication
of control-plane packets. At a high level, DRKey provides a mechanism for ASes to derive symmetric keys shared with any other AS
on the fly, based on pseudo-random functions [43]. In the following,
we provide a summary of DRKey’s most important components.
An AS A has a secret value 𝐾𝐴 , that is used as a key for a pseudorandom function (PRF) to derive an AS-level key used in the communication with another AS B:
𝐾𝐴→𝐵 = PRF𝐾𝐴 (𝐵) .
(1)
While these are symmetric keys, there is an asymmetry between
the two ASes, which is indicated by the arrow: the first AS A is
able to derive the key on the fly by evaluating the PRF—which
is faster than a memory lookup—while the second AS B needs to
fetch 𝐾𝐴→𝐵 with an explicit request to A’s key server, protected
by public-key cryptography. As the validity period of these keys
is on the order of a day, they can be fetched ahead of time and
only need to be infrequently renewed. Thus, DRKey provides a way
to perform source authentication: the source computes messageauthentication codes (MACs) for all on-path ASes, which can then
be checked by on-path ASes without per-source state and using only
highly efficient symmetric cryptography. 2 Statelessness is essential
to the availability of secure source authentication, as adversaries
cannot leverage state exhaustion or state inconsistencies to DDoS
the authentication endpoints.

We also leverage SCION’s keying infrastructure to achieve perpacket authentication, as described next.

Monitoring and Policing. Even if packets are source-authenticated, the reservation architecture is still susceptible to replay
attacks: an on-path adversary can capture an authenticated packet
and send it repeatedly at a higher rate than what the reservation allows, thus at the same time causing congestion and framing the honest source. Because of this, an efficient duplicate-packet-suppression
system with minimal state requirements is needed [32]. Further, to
prevent overuse of reservations, additional monitoring and policing
systems need to be used, i.e., systems the ASes use in order to make
sure that flows originating from, traversing, or ending inside their
networks do not use more bandwidth than allocated. We integrate
such systems into Colibri in §4.8.
Finally, time synchronization between ASes is important to schedule start- and end-times of reservations, and to perform duplicate
detection and traffic monitoring. Several different systems can be
used to achieve this goal [6, 24, 35], and even in adversarial settings [4, 5]. In this paper, we assume that all ASes are synchronized
within ±0.1 seconds.

2.3

3

Reservation Protection

In order to assign, enforce, and bill reservations correctly without
per-flow state on routers, a data packet must carry cryptographically protected information that allows an on-path AS to (i) verify
that the packet is sent over a valid reservation, and (ii) attribute
the packet to the source. As every packet must be checked individually, efficient cryptographic mechanisms are vital. In addition,
control-plane messages must also be efficiently authenticated to
avoid additional attack vectors (e.g., signature flooding), and prevent denial-of-capability (DoC) attacks [7]. Recent advances, which
we present in the following, enable these properties statelessly and
at line rate in path-aware networks.

Colibri Overview

In this section, we provide a high-level description of the Colibri
system. The core ideas are summarized in Fig. 1.

3.1

General Concepts and Intuition

With Colibri, hosts can make short-term bandwidth reservations,
similarly to IntServ, to protect traffic end-to-end. However, as central parts of the Internet—the “core”—could potentially serve an
enormous number of such end-to-end reservations (EERs), the decision whether or not to allocate resources must be very efficient.
2 In

practice, protocol- and host-specific keys are derived from the key 𝐾𝐴→𝐵 ; we
disregard these details in this paper in the interest of readability.
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To simplify and speed up this process, Colibri bases the allocation of EERs on a second type of bandwidth reservations called
segment reservations (SegRs). SegRs have longer validity periods
than EERs and are fewer in number, as they are established between
ASes instead of end hosts. To increase efficiency, we offload the burden of computationally expensive operations to SegR allocations;
hosts can then use the pre-computed SegRs to quickly set up EERs.
Figuratively, SegRs can be thought of as “tubes”, which are later
filled by EERs. We further restrict the number of SegRs by leveraging the decomposition of paths into segments of the underlying
path-aware network architecture (§3.3). Forwarding is not impacted
by reservation operations, as they take place in dedicated Colibri
services, outside the routers’ fast path. End hosts can then request
SegRs from their AS (§3.2) and assemble them to cover the complete
path to the destination’s AS. The resulting SegRs can be used to
request EERs (§3.3). This additional level of reservations allows an
AS on the path of an EER request to immediately grant or refuse the
request based on the available bandwidth in the respective SegR.
To avoid per-flow state in the fast path and to verify the legitimacy of a packet in the data plane, Colibri protects the packetcarried forwarding state (PCFS) through cryptographic tags. The
keys to compute these tags, called hop authenticators (HopAuths),
are generated with pseudo-random functions by on-path ASes and
sent—in encrypted form—to the initiator during the reservation process. At forwarding time, each on-path AS dynamically re-creates
the authentication key and verifies the tag, efficiently authenticating the packet and the reservation. Thus, Colibri overcomes another
major issue of previously-proposed bandwidth-reservation systems:
the need to maintain per-flow state on routers.

3.2

Infrastructure

An AS deploying Colibri needs to perform three main tasks: (i) control the admission procedure, (ii) manage SegRs, and (iii) rate-limit
EERs of their end hosts. Tasks (i–ii) are handled by the Colibri
service, task (iii) by the Colibri gateway.
Colibri Service. Every AS runs a Colibri service (CServ), which
handles all control-plane-related tasks within an AS:
• The CServ requests and renews SegRs according to expected
traffic requirements. Since link utilization often exhibits repeating patterns over time, an AS can forecast future requirements
and reserve appropriate bandwidth for segments in advance.
• It provides previously established and registered SegRs to end
hosts and remote CServs.
• It handles all reservation setup and renewal requests and performs the necessary admission calculations.
To improve scalability, the CServ can be distributed: a central service is used to keep track of SegRs, while the handling of EERs is
delegated to sub-services close to or at the border routers. This is
described in further detail in Appendix D.
Colibri Gateway. An AS is held accountable by other ASes for
misbehavior of its end-host customers. Therefore, it is crucial that
all Colibri traffic originating from end hosts within an AS pass
through a Colibri gateway, which
• performs stateful monitoring and rate limiting for all EERs;
• embeds cryptographic tags into packet headers, allowing border
routers to authenticate the source and data in packet headers.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Colibri system. C are CServs, G
is the Colibri gateway, B are border routers, M are traffic
monitors. The description is provided in §3.3 and §3.4.
To ensure consistent processing and prevent attacks by end hosts,
every EER needs to be tied to one specific gateway.
End-Host Networking Stack. The path choice (§2.1) enabled
by path-aware network architectures requires a more sophisticated
end-host networking stack. Colibri modifies the SCION Daemon [45]
to enable an application to explicitly request and renew EERs.
In principle, any transport protocol can be used with Colibri, as
the gateway drops packets if the guaranteed bandwidth is exceeded
and thus provides feedback to the congestion-control algorithm.
Still, a tighter integration with the transport protocol is necessary to
reap the full benefits of Colibri. For example, in QUIC, it is straightforward to disable congestion control and set the sending rate to
the reserved bandwidth.

3.3

Control Plane

Colibri’s control plane manages the selection, creation, and renewal
of (i) SegRs and (ii) EERs, which we discuss individually. Both SegRs
and EERs are unidirectional, which reflects traffic demand in the
Internet: while some ASes mainly send traffic (e.g., CDNs), others predominantly receive data (e.g., eyeball ASes). Renewals are
discussed in detail in §4.2.
Segment Reservations. SegRs are intermediate-term reservations made between two ASes and are valid for approximately five
minutes. This duration has been chosen as a compromise between
excessive overhead for short intervals and insufficient flexibility
for long intervals. To improve the scalability of the SegRs and
avoid setting up SegRs between any pair of the currently over
70 000 ASes [10], we leverage the concept of ISDs described in §2.2.
Following this structure among ASes, Colibri distinguishes three
types of SegRs: up-SegRs (from non-core ASes towards core ASes
inside one ISD); down-SegRs (from core ASes towards non-core
ASes inside one ISD); and core-SegRs (among core ASes, potentially
in different ISDs). SegRs are always initiated by the first AS on the
segment. For down-SegRs, the first AS only sets up a SegR upon an
explicit request by the last AS.

Colibri: A Cooperative Lightweight Inter-domain Bandwidth-Reservation Infrastructure

An AS can decide which SegRs to request based on historical
data or traffic predictions. It selects segments generated by the
underlying path-aware routing architecture and sends a segmentreservation setup request (SegReq) (➊ Fig. 1a) specifying requirements for the reservation such as requested minimum bandwidth.
Each AS on the segment can calculate how much bandwidth can
be granted; if this is higher than the requested minimum, it records
this reservation locally. It then updates the request with the granted
amount of bandwidth and forwards it to the next AS on the segment
(➋ Fig. 1a). The last AS sends a reply via the same segment to the
SegReq initiator (➌ Fig. 1a). If the request was successful (each AS
granted more than the minimum amount of bandwidth), each AS
locally stores the final amount of bandwidth granted and includes
a cryptographic token in the response that allows the request initiator to use the segment for Colibri traffic (➍ Fig. 1a; see §4.5 for
details). In case of an unsuccessful request, the ASes clean up their
temporary reservations and the initiator can determine the location
of potential bottlenecks on the segment. All important information
is authenticated using DRKey as discussed in §4.5.
A central mechanism in this procedure is the admission algorithm that determines how much bandwidth can be granted; this
will be discussed in §4.7.
End-to-End Reservations. EERs are short-term reservations between two end hosts, with a fixed validity period (16 seconds in our
implementation). This interval is chosen by considering the tradeoff between the needs to (i) amortize the EER initialization overhead,
(ii) minimize the number of idle reservations, and (iii) maximize
the flexibility to adapt to changing traffic patterns.
An end host 𝐻 S intending to communicate with another host
𝐻 D must first obtain one or several SegRs that can be combined to
form a connected path between the ASes of 𝐻 S and 𝐻 D . 𝐻 S obtains
these reservations from the CServ (➊ Fig. 1b), in a similar way as
it would otherwise obtain a path to 𝐻 D in the underlying pathaware network architecture (this is described in further detail in
Appendix C). It can combine SegRs to obtain a complete path and
send an end-to-end–reservation setup request (EEReq) (➋ Fig. 1b),
which has a similar format as the SegReq described above. Again,
each AS on the path decides how much bandwidth can be granted
and forwards the request packet (➌ Fig. 1b). In contrast to the
SegReq, this decision is simple: the intended bandwidth is granted
if there is sufficient available bandwidth in the underlying SegR (see
§4.7 for further details). It falls to the AS in which 𝐻 S is situated
to set limits on the maximum bandwidth that 𝐻 S can request. This
intra-AS admission policy can be defined by each AS independently.
In addition to all ASes on the path, the destination 𝐻 D also needs
to grant the request. A response is generated in a similar way as
for the SegReq: each AS on the path updates the reservation information and (if the request was successful) includes the necessary
HopAuths, in the response (➍ Fig. 1b). The HopAuths are stored
at the source AS’s Colibri gateway (➎ Fig. 1b), and the rest of the
response is forwarded to 𝐻 S , who can then start using the EER to
send traffic on that path.
The host can base the amount of requested bandwidth on the
expected traffic, e.g., the known bitrate of a video stream. In cases
of less regular traffic, the host may need to employ heuristics to
determine how much bandwidth to request. Both control and data
traffic are handled by the end-host networking stack.
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3.4

Data Plane

Packet Creation and Forwarding. After setting up an EER, an
end host can use the reservation to send traffic to the specified
destination. The end host includes the Colibri routing information
in the packet header and sends it to the Colibri gateway of its
AS (➊ Fig. 1c). There, the AS performs stateful traffic monitoring
and uses the HopAuths that were set up during the request process to calculate per-packet message-authentication codes (MACs)
for each AS on the path that at the same time (i) provide source
authentication, and (ii) prove that the Colibri path was previously
authorized by that AS (➋ Fig. 1c). The details are described in §4.5.
On-path routers check the corresponding MAC by recalculating
it locally (➌ Fig. 1c). It is crucial to note that they do not require perflow state for this: all necessary keys can be derived on the fly from
a single AS-specific secret value. Furthermore, no inter-domain
routing-table lookup is necessary as the routing information is
already included in the packet header. Thus, after authenticating
the packet, the router simply forwards the packet to the destination
host or next border router.
Traffic Split. Not all traffic can directly benefit from Colibri EERs:
First, reservations are only useful for flows of some minimum size.
Second, in some cases the communication requires replies that
are however not large enough to need their own reservation—e.g.,
the acknowledgments for a video stream. Since reservations are
unidirectional, these must be sent as best-effort traffic.
Therefore, Colibri reserves a fixed minimum bandwidth (e.g.,
20 % of the full link capacity) for best-effort traffic. The remaining bandwidth is split further between Colibri control traffic on
SegRs (5 %)—which is used for protected SegRs renewal and EERs
establishment, as detailed in §4.4—and traffic over EERs (75 %). Note
that no bandwidth is wasted: in case SegRs or EERs are underutilized, the remaining bandwidth can be used for best-effort traffic. In
practice, queuing techniques such as priority queuing or class-based
weighted fair queuing [46] can provide this separation on a shared
physical infrastructure, see Appendix B for details.
Monitoring and Policing. Using cryptographic MACs in packet
headers guarantees that an end host can send traffic only over an
authorized reservation. However, a host can over-use a legitimate
reservation and exceed the allocated bandwidth. To avoid misuse
of reservations, an AS running Colibri performs two tasks: (i) it
ensures that its own customers respect the bandwidth of their
EERs (➋ Fig. 1c), and (ii) it monitors traffic from other ASes to detect
overuse of EERs or SegRs (➍ Fig. 1c). This second task provides
an incentive for ASes to comply and perform monitoring properly,
as they are held accountable for the behavior of their customers.
Further details are provided in §4.8.

4
4.1

Architecture Details
AS Types

For EERs, we distinguish between four types of ASes depending on
their position (they correspond to the ASes in Fig. 1): The source AS
is where 𝐻 S is located (AS S); a transit AS is an on-path AS in the
middle of a SegR (AS X); a transfer AS is at the joint of two SegRs
and, according to the structure of segments (§2.2), necessarily a
core AS (AS Y); the destination AS is where 𝐻 D is located (AS Z).
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Reservation Versions and Renewal

Reservations are created with short lifetimes to ensure that they do
not occupy bandwidth for longer than necessary. If the initiator of
a reservation intends to keep using it beyond its expiration time, it
can issue a renewal request to extend the reservation, and possibly
adjust the bandwidth to shifting traffic demands. Expiration and
renewal work slightly differently for EERs and SegRs.
EERs. Since EERs are frequently renewed, it is crucial that they
can be renewed without service interruptions. For this purpose, the
design allows multiple versions of the same EER to exist simultaneously. The initiator can renew the reservation ahead of time to
obtain a new version with a later expiration time, which allows for
a seamless transition between two versions of an EER. To enhance
scalability, CServs can rate-limit the amount of renewal requests
for an EER (e.g., to one per second). EERs automatically expire,
and there is no mechanism to remove them earlier. The gateway
generally uses a single version (the latest one) to send traffic. However, even using multiple versions simultaneously does not increase
bandwidth use, as all versions are mapped to the same reservation
ID in the traffic monitor (see §4.8).
The initiator of an EER is not the only entity that could be interested in adjusting the reserved bandwidth. An AS on the path
may also wish to reduce an EER’s bandwidth, e.g., if it receives an
increasing number of contending requests. As in the setup procedure, during a renewal request all on-path ASes can specify the
amount of bandwidth they are willing to grant, enabling ASes to
quickly adapt to changes in demand without interrupting service
over existing reservations.

Reservation IDs. The reservation ID (ResId) needs to be unique
per source AS. Therefore, the CServ increases the ResId for every
new SegR or EER. Thus, the pair (SrcAS, ResId) uniquely identifies
every SegR and EER globally.

4.4

Control-Plane Messages

The control plane comprises setup and renewal requests for SegRs
and EERs. The initiator AS relies on path segments of the underlying
path aware Internet architecture for the Path and AS IDs.
SegR Setup and Renewal Procedure. A SegR setup is initiated
by the source AS using best-effort traffic, where the packet’s payload consists of the Path, the ResInfo, and the minimum acceptable
bandwidth. All on-path ASes add further data to the payload, which
is used on the backwards path to calculate and agree on the allocation size. A SegR renewal can be made over the existing SegR.
Because SegR renewal packets already contain the Path, SrcAS,
and ResId, the source AS only needs to specify the new Bw (and
new minimum bandwidth), ExpT , and Ver in the payload. Further,
during SegR renewal, on-path ASes can also re-negotiate the bandwidth granted to the SrcAS. Thus, they can quickly adapt to shifting
traffic demands and policy changes.

(2a)

EER Setup and Renewal Procedure. Every EER is established
over one, two, or three SegRs. For an EER setup, the source AS
creates a Colibri packet for the first SegR, and adds the EER Path,
the EER ResInfo, the EERInfo, plus the ResIds of all segments to
the payload. If the EER is intended to be created over more than one
SegR, each transfer AS copies the payload of the previous SegR’s
Colibri packet to a new Colibri packet for the following SegR. This
is possible because the transfer AS can look up all the necessary
information for the following SegR based on the corresponding
ResId. This way each AS on the end-to-end path obtains the EER
setup information in the payload, based on which they either grant
or deny the requested allocation. Additionally, the request is also
forwarded using intra-AS communication from the CServ to the
destination end host specified in the DstHost field, who also has to
explicitly accept the EER request.
Similar to SegR renewals, an EER renewal can be made over the
existing EER, where the source AS only needs to specify the new
EER Bw, ExpT , and Ver in the payload.

Path = ((In0 , Eg0 ) || . . . || (Inℓ , Egℓ )) ,

(2b)

4.5

ResInfo = (SrcAS || ResId || Bw || ExpT || Ver) ,

(2c)

EERInfo = (SrcHost || DstHost) ,

(2d)

SegRs. Colibri’s design ensures that EERs are not affected by a
version change of their underlying SegR. In contrast to EERs, only a
single version of a SegR can exist at any time and a pending version
obtained through a renewal request must be activated explicitly
using a separate request. Making this switch explicit allows ASes
to precisely control the time to change to a new version and ensure
that no over-allocation with EERs can occur.

4.3

the particular segment, for EERs they correspond to the ASes on
the end-to-end path.

Colibri Packets

Packet Format and Header Fields.
AS 0 –AS ℓ has the format

A Colibri packet traversing

Packet = (Path || ResInfo || EERInfo || Ts ||
𝑉0 || . . . || 𝑉ℓ || Payload),

where 𝑉𝑖 is the hop validation field (HVF) of AS𝑖 , which authenticates parts of the packet header; Path is a list of ingress–egress
interface-pairs; SrcAS is the source AS; SrcHost and DstHost are
end-host addresses, which are unique inside their AS; Bw, ExpT ,
and Ver denote the reservation bandwidth, expiration time, and
version, respectively; and Ts is a high-precision timestamp relative
to ExpT and uniquely identifies the packet for the particular source.
The EERInfo field is only used for EERs data-plane packets.
This packet format is used for all Colibri control- and data-plane
traffic. In the case of SegRs, AS 0 -AS ℓ denote the ASes that constitute

Packet Authentication

Authentication of Control-Plane Messages. To authenticate
the payload of control-plane packets, Colibri leverages the DRKey
mechanism (§2.3). Thereby, the source AS calculates a MAC over
the payload for each on-path AS, using the key 𝐾AS𝑖 →SrcAS . AS𝑖
can then efficiently recompute this key on the fly and verify the
authenticity of the payload. The same key is used to authenticate
the information that AS𝑖 itself adds to the payload.
Segment Reservations. The only packets that are sent over
SegRs are control-plane packets (SegR renewal and EER setup requests), the payload of which is authenticated using DRKey as
discussed above. Nevertheless, it is important that routers can statelessly verify the validity of a SegR, and authenticate forwarding
information in the header. Therefore, during every SegR setup and
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reservation metadata,
forwarding information

unique packet identifier,
packet size

MAC (Eq. (4))

MAC (Eq. (6))

HopAuth 𝜎𝑖

HVF 𝑉𝑖

𝐾𝑖

EERInfo, and the HopAuths, which it obtained earlier during an
EER setup or renewal, and performs deterministic traffic monitoring
as described in §4.8. It then generates a high-precision timestamp
Ts, from which it computes the HVFs for all on-path ASes,
𝑉𝑖

Figure 2: Two-step MAC calculation for the ith HVF of a data
packet sent on an EER.
renewal, each on-path AS calculates a token in the form of a MAC
over reservation metadata and forwarding information, using the
AS’s secret key 𝐾𝑖 , truncated to the first ℓhvf bytes:
𝑉𝑖

(S)

= MAC𝐾𝑖 (ResInfo || (Ini , Egi )) J0:ℓhvf K.

(3)

These tokens are returned to the SegReq initiator and stored in its
local database. All the information included in this calculation is
explicitly contained in the header of packets sent over this reservation (see Eq. (2)), enabling the router to validate the token on the fly
during packet processing without requiring per-reservation state.
While this use of relatively short static MACs (we use ℓhvf = 4)
in principle enables the reuse of once-observed or brute-forced
tokens [33], this is not problematic in practice due to the short
lifetime of reservations. Also, it is not necessary to “chain” the forwarding information of different ASes, which is done in SCION [39]
and EPIC [33], to prevent path splicing, as Colibri tokens explicitly
include the globally unique combination of SrcAS and ResId (§4.3).
End-to-End Reservations. The authentication system for data
packets on EERs must, simultaneously,
• be highly efficient, to support rates of hundreds of Gbps;
• avoid any per-reservation state on routers; and
• enable each on-path AS to conclusively attribute the packet to a
reservation and the source AS.
We achieve these properties through the following two-step authentication mechanism, sketched in Fig. 2.
First, during EER setup or renewal, each on-path AS calculates a
HopAuth, akin to the SegR token in Eq. (3) but without truncation:
𝜎𝑖 = MAC𝐾𝑖 (ResInfo || EERInfo || (Ini , Egi )) .

(4)

Similar to SegRs, all the information included in this calculation is
an explicit part of the data-plane packet header enabling a router to
compute the HopAuth on the fly during packet processing. These
HopAuths are returned to the source AS AS 0 over a channel secured
through authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD):
AS𝑖 −→ AS 0 :

AEAD𝐾AS𝑖 →AS0 (𝜎𝑖 ) .

(5)

Each HopAuth 𝜎𝑖 is then a secret, reservation-specific key, which
the CServ at the source AS now shares with the on-path AS𝑖 . The
resulting set of keys, one for each on-path AS, is subsequently
used to calculate and verify per-packet MACs in the data plane as
described in §4.6.

4.6
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Processing at Gateway and Router

Colibri Gateway. The gateway receives Colibri EER packets
from end hosts, where all the Colibri header fields are empty, with
the exception of the ResId and the Payload. The gateway maps the
ResId of incoming EER packets to the corresponding Path, ResInfo,

(E)

= MAC𝜎𝑖 (Ts || PktSize) J0:ℓhvf K,

(6)

where PktSize is the size of the packet (including Colibri header).
The gateway thus confirms that it has performed the mandatory
flow monitoring and authorized this packet. After filling in the
missing EER packet contents, the gateway sends the packet to the
border router responsible for the egress interface Eg0 .
Router. Upon reception of a Colibri packet, the border router of
the 𝑖th on-path AS validates the packet format, header contents,
and packet freshness, and checks whether the reservation has not
expired yet. If the packet is a SegR packet, the border router validates the 𝑉𝑖 in the packet header by recomputing it using Eq. (3).
If the packet is an EER packet, the border router instead computes
the authenticator 𝜎𝑖 using Eq. (4), from which it derives the 𝑉𝑖 as
defined in Eq. (6). In both cases, if this recomputed HVF matches the
one specified in the packet, the packet is forwarded to the next entity. For a SegR—and therefore also SegReqs and EEReqs, which can
be made over existing SegRs (§3.3)—this entity is the local CServ;
for an EER it is the border router of the next AS according to the
information in the Path field, except for the border router of the
last AS, which forwards the EER packet to the host specified in
DstHost instead.

4.7

Admission Algorithm

Segment Reservations. As a first step, any two neighboring
ASes agree on the bandwidth available for Colibri traffic (the traffic
split in §3.4) on their inter-domain link and negotiate the pricing
model. These typically long-term contractual agreements—in the
order of months—are always bilateral to facilitate negotiation and
billing. Based on these, each AS can define a local traffic matrix that
describes the allocation of Colibri traffic between interface pairs.
A fundamental challenge of Colibri is to distribute the bandwidth
of an ingress–egress interface-pair in a fair manner. The admission
algorithm must ensure that no AS or group of ASes can reserve
excessive amounts of bandwidth for SegRs; this property has been
dubbed botnet-size independence by Basescu et al. [9]. We achieve
this property by employing an admission algorithm that guarantees bounded tube fairness as described and formally analyzed in
a dissertation [62]. At a high level, Colibri’s admission algorithm
distributes the capacity among competing SegRs proportionally to
their adjusted bandwidth demand, which is obtained by
(1) limiting the total demand coming from an ingress interface
by that interface’s capacity;
(2) limiting the total demand between an ingress and an egress
interface by the egress interface’s capacity; and
(3) limiting the total demand of a particular source AS at a
particular egress interface by that interface’s capacity.
To perform the SegR admission calculation for a SegReq, the
CServ thus needs to look up all existing SegRs that use the same
egress interface. As we show in §6, a careful implementation using
memoization techniques still achieves the calculation in constant
time in the number of existing SegRs, on the order of a millisecond.
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End-to-End Reservations.
type of AS (§4.1).

The EER admission depends on the

• Source AS: The source AS has a direct business relationship with
the end host. It is free to define which EERs can be provided
to an individual end host in this contract. Upon receiving an
EEReq, the source AS checks (i) if there is sufficient bandwidth
in the first segment reservation, and (ii) whether the request is
to be granted under its policy. If these checks are successful, the
request is then forwarded along the path.
• Transit AS: Transit ASes only need to check if there is sufficient
bandwidth in the SegR underlying the EEReq. This is necessary
to defend against malicious source ASes, which may forward
EEReqs for more bandwidth than available in the SegR.
• Transfer AS: A transfer AS needs to check if there is sufficient
bandwidth in both SegRs it connects. Furthermore, the transfer AS between up- and core-SegR needs to distribute the coreSegR’s bandwidth between all up-SegRs in case more EER bandwidth is requested than available in the core-SegR. This is done
proportionally to the total of all requested EERs (capped at the
up-SegR) that compete for the same core-SegR.
• Destination AS: The destination AS follows the same decision
process as the source AS.

4.8

Monitoring and Policing

Monitoring and policing in Colibri is split into multiple components,
which will be described in this section: deterministic monitoring
and traffic shaping at the source AS, probabilistic monitoring at all
other ASes, and policing of reservations. Control traffic on SegRs
does not need to be processed at line rate, and can therefore be
monitored and rate-limited at the CServ.
Deterministic Monitoring at Source AS. Traffic over EERs
from end hosts inside an AS is monitored deterministically by the
Colibri gateway (in parallel with the calculation of the HVFs). An
efficient approach to limit the transmission rate of the flows from
customers while still permitting short-term spikes in traffic is the
token bucket algorithm [36], which only needs to keep a time stamp
and a counter in memory for each flow. When a flow exceeds the
maximum transmission rate for longer than the burst threshold,
packets are simply dropped.
Probabilistic Monitoring at Other ASes. The probabilistic overuse flow detector (OFD) represents the centerpiece of the monitoring architecture in transit and transfer ASes. The main challenge
with monitoring the traffic that originates from other ASes is that
it is generally composed of very large number of flows. Therefore,
in order to sustain line rate, the OFD must have a limited memory
footprint and maximize the use of fast cache. Recent proposals have
greatly improved the monitoring precision that is possible with
such limited resources [11, 44, 49, 64, 67].
Colibri uses an OFD in each AS to monitor EERs. For each
packet, the OFD receives as input (i) the normalized packet size
( = total packet size / reservation bandwidth) and (ii) the source AS
and the reservation ID, all of which can be read or calculated from
the packet. It then tracks bandwidth usage of each EER separately
using the pair (SrcAS, ResId) as a flow label; in particular, it combines packets of all versions of an EER in the same flow. Normalizing
the packet size (i) enables monitoring reservations with different
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bandwidth guarantees using a single OFD and (ii) guarantees that a
sender using multiple versions of the same EER can obtain at most
the maximum bandwidth of all valid versions but not more. As the
total packet size (including headers) is authenticated through the
HVFs (6), framing attacks are prevented. Including the header size
in the monitoring ensures that malicious source ASes cannot flood
the system with packets with very small or no payload.
Due to the probabilistic nature of the OFD, it may report false
positives—legitimate flows that appear to be overusing their bandwidth. For this reason, the suspicious EERs are subjected to deterministic monitoring, which inspects the reservation precisely—
similar to the monitoring at the source AS—to determine overuse
with certainty.
Policing. When a flow is confirmed to be exceeding its EER bandwidth, it can be concluded that the source AS did not perform its
monitoring task properly. Typically, the AS that detects the abuse
takes two measures: (i) block further traffic over the reservation and
(ii) penalize the source AS. Measure (i) is crucial to avoid deteriorating service to legitimate reservations and is achieved by keeping
a list of blocked source ASes. As this blocklist is very short—only a
tiny share of the 70 000 ASes is expected to misbehave at any point
in time—it can be implemented as a simple hash set.
After taking the immediate first step, the border router reports
the offense to the local CServ. As misbehavior of the source AS has
been established with certainty (due to the cryptographic checks),
it is possible for the service to take drastic measures such as completely denying future reservations originating from that AS.

5

DDoS Resilience Analysis

Although a full security analysis is beyond the scope of this paper,
we here briefly show how the interplay of cryptography, monitoring, and policing—as presented in the previous sections—protects
Colibri reservations from attacks and thus enables worst-case minimum bandwidth guarantees.

5.1

Attacks on Reservation Traffic

Volumetric DDoS Attacks. DDoS attacks against Colibri traffic
can be carried out with (i) best-effort traffic, (ii) bogus Colibri traffic,
or even (iii) authentic Colibri traffic that is overusing a reservation. The first attack is prevented by traffic isolation (described in
Appendix B). As the authentication procedure at border routers
uses efficient symmetric cryptography (§4.5), bogus Colibri packets
are quickly identified and dropped, countering the second attack.
Finally, monitoring quickly identifies and blocks all overusing Colibri reservations (§4.8). In the worst case, an attacker that controls
an AS can very briefly cause congestion, but would afterwards be
prevented from creating reservations. It is not possible to create
congestion with Colibri traffic that respects its reservations, as the
admission procedure ensures that the sum of all reservations does
not exceed the capacity (§4.7).
Framing DoS Attacks. An adversary could try to turn the monitoring subsystem against benign ASes by (i) spoofing the source
AS, or (ii) capturing and replaying legitimate packets to overuse
the reserved bandwidth, thus framing the legitimate source. Since
overusing ASes are blocked by on-path ASes, this is another form
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5.2

Attacks on the Admission Algorithm

Another way to degrade the service of target users is to try and
obtain an unfairly large share of bandwidth from the reservation
process. For SegRs, the admission calculation guarantees that the
total amount of bandwidth that any AS or group of ASes can reserve
is limited, thus ensuring that a benign AS can always obtain a finite
minimum bandwidth [62].
The distribution of EER bandwidth is the responsibility of source
and destination ASes, as described in §4.7. These are free to define
policies on how to allocate the capacity of the SegRs they set up
among their customers. As they have direct business relationships
with end hosts and control their address space, they can easily
define and enforce these rules.
Finally, all on-path ASes check that the total bandwidth of EERs
on a particular SegR does not exceed that SegR’s capacity. Therefore,
a source AS cannot cause over-allocation by requesting an excessive
amount of EER bandwidth.

5.3

Processing time [µs]

of DoS. Colibri avoids the first attack thanks to source authentication, and the second by using in-network duplicate suppression at
benign ASes (§2.3). All copies of the same packet are thus discarded.

Attacks on Reservation Setup

As presented so far, Colibri traffic is fully protected against DoS attacks when a reservation is established. The only remaining avenue
for malicious actors is to try and prevent legitimate ASes or end
hosts to set up Colibri reservations in the first place. In particular, an
adversary can attempt to (i) exhaust the resources of the CServ with
bogus requests, or (ii) block the reservation setup packet before it
reaches the CServ by congesting the network with best-effort traffic.
These attacks are known as denial-of-capability (DoC) attacks [7],
and Colibri is carefully designed with multiple mechanisms to defend against them.
Efficient Authentication at the CServ. Every control-plane
message is authenticated using symmetric cryptography that can be
derived efficiently at the CServ. Thus, the CServ can very efficiently
filter unauthentic packets and employ per-AS rate limiting.
Protected Control Traffic. As soon as a SegR or EER exists,
renewal requests can be sent over this reservation and are thus
isolated from flooding attacks with best-effort traffic. Therefore,
ASes that want maximum protection against DoC—e.g, towards
business-critical destination ASes—can preemptively setup a lowbandwidth, inexpensive SegR to these destinations; should the need
arise, the reserved bandwidth can be flexibly increased through
renewal requests that are then protected from DoC attacks. Finally,
EEReqs are sent as control traffic over existing SegRs and thus also
protected from best-effort traffic.
Prioritization of Initial Requests. Since renewals are protected
by existing reservations, the only remaining DoC attack surface is
the initial SegReq. Besides proactively setting up reservations ahead
of time as described above, ASes can use the isolation mechanisms
described in Appendix B to forward SegReqs with higher priority
than best-effort traffic. As SegReqs are processed, authenticated,
and filtered at each AS’s CServ, they could only be used to flood
the network of neighbor ASes, which is easily detectable.
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Figure 3: Processing time required for one SegR admission
as a function of the number of existing SegRs over the same
interface pair, and the ratio of SegRs with the same source
as the one being processed (ratio).

6
6.1

Control-Plane Evaluation
Implementation and Evaluation Setup

All control-plane operations are centralized in the CServ, which is
implemented in Go. The service is in charge of handling admission
requests and renewing existing SegRs for the hosting AS. Each new
request is served by a separate go routine, and the communication
between services across different ASes is implemented via over
gRPC calls [55] on top of QUIC. Reservations are stored in a transactional database. The CServ is part of the SCION codebase [45].
We measure the performance of control-plane operations as the
time needed to process new reservation setup requests—for both
SegRs and EERs—at the CServ. In the case of SegRs, we evaluate
the computational overhead of the admission procedure by varying
the number of distinct source ASes and the number of reservations
per AS present at the moment of the admission; for EER admissions,
we vary the number of end hosts and the number of SegRs.
To run the experiments, we load the pre-generated reservations
in the service, start the service, and trigger a new setup request.
We then observe the time elapsed between the request arriving
and the response leaving the service (disregarding propagation
delays). Each data point shows the average and standard error of
100 measurements. We run this evaluation on commodity hardware,
using a single core on an Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU.

6.2

Results

Figure 3 shows that the time to process SegR admissions is independent of the number of existing SegRs, even when crossing the same
interfaces. This result required the careful application of memoization and parallelization, as the admission procedure for a new
SegR at a transit AS needs to consider the other SegRs present on
the pair of interfaces requested (§4.7). Should the need arise for
the CServ to process more than 800 SegReqs per second (1/1250 µs),
these computations can be scaled out to multiple cores, and even
distributed across multiple CServ replicas (see Appendix D). The
high scalability of the admission procedure suggests that Colibri’s
control plane will be able to scale to large, highly-interconnected
networks like today’s Internet, with consequently many SegRs.
In Fig. 4, we see that the overhead for the admission computation of EERs is independent of both the number of existing EERs
over the same SegR and the number of SegRs. This is as expected:
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Figure 4: Processing time required for one EER admission
in a transit AS, as a function of the number of existing EERs
sharing the same SegR and active SegRs sharing the same
source AS (𝑠).
EERs admission at transit ASes only requires checking whether
there is sufficient available bandwidth in the underlying SegR (§4.7).
With standard techniques, these checks can be performed in constant time, and—similar to SegR admission—EERs admission can
parallelized over multiple cores, and distributed over multiple subservices. In our implementation, a single core can process more
than 2000 requests per second.

Data-Plane Evaluation

In the data plane, we want to evaluate (i) the ability of gateways
and border routers to forward EER traffic at high rates and (ii) the
effectiveness of the EER bandwidth reservations in protecting traffic
from extreme congestion.

7.1
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2.5

Implementation and Evaluation Setup

We implement both the gateway and the border router as specified
in §4.6, using Intel DPDK [18]. At the gateway we deploy DPDK’s
ready-to-use rte_hash hash table, where the key is the ResId and the
value is a pointer to the reservation data. Note that we consider the
duplicate-suppression system to be a separate component, which
we do not include in the evaluation of the border router. For the
calculation and verification of the HopAuths and HVFs, we use
the AES-128 block cipher in CBC mode through native hardwareaccelerated instructions, which are available on all modern CPUs.
Speedtest. To evaluate the gateway and the border router, we
run them on a commodity machine with an Intel Xeon 2.1 GHz CPU.
This machine is connected by three 40 Gbps bidirectional Ethernet
links to our Colibri packet generator (Spirent SPT-N4U), which also
serves as performance monitor.
For the border router, we evaluate how many packets per second
it can handle depending on the number of cores dedicated to packet
processing. For the gateway, we additionally evaluate the impact
of the path length (longer paths require more authenticators to
be calculated) and the number of existing reservations that the
gateway needs to keep track of. While the border router is stateless,
the gateway needs to store information about every reservation
starting at its AS. As caching can greatly influence the data access
speed, we evaluate the gateway in the worst-case scenario, packets
arrive with random reservation IDs (out of the set of valid ones).
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Figure 5: Forwarding performance of the gateway as a function of the number of on-path ASes and the number of existing reservations (𝑟 ), using one CPU core.
To test the limits of the gateway and border router, and avoid
possible bottlenecks on the Ethernet links, we conduct the measurements using zero-payload Colibri packets. This is unproblematic as
for both the gateway and the border router the packet-processing
time is independent of payload size (see Appendix E).
Data-Plane Protection. In this second experiment, we measure
Colibri’s SLOs, and how effectively they are enforced at border
routers. Authenticated Colibri traffic has to be protected against
three different availability threats:
(1) Best-effort cross-traffic: as Colibri is intended to complement
best-effort traffic on the underlying network, it has to be
protected against congestion generated by co-existing besteffort flows.
(2) Unauthentic Colibri packets: an adversary can send Colibri
packets without authorization, and replace the authentication tags with random strings hoping to overwhelm the
authentication process on the router.
(3) Authentic Colibri packets at unintended rates: a faulty or malicious AS may not monitor Colibri flows originating in its
network and thus send more traffic than it has reserved.
To evaluate the data-plane protection against those threats, we
split our measurements into three phases, during which we send
different mixtures of best-effort and authentic and unauthentic
Colibri traffic over the three input ports, where the packets are all
destined to the same output port.

7.2

Results

Speedtest. The forwarding performance of the gateway is illustrated in Fig. 5. As expected, the performance decreases with the
number of on-path ASes and with the number of existing reservations. Even in particularly extreme situations, where there are
over a million reservations and where every reservation is made
on a path consisting of 16 ASes,3 one CPU core of the gateway can
forward 0.4 Mpps (million packets per second). The performance
reduction observed when using a higher number of reservations is
mostly due to an increase in cache misses. In such cases the Colibri
gateway could be further sped up by adding more cache memory,
or by using multiple gateways, each handling only a fraction of all
reservations. By using random reservation IDs, we evaluated the
3 The

current average path length in the Internet is 4–5 AS hops [15, 61].
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bandwidth of 0.8 Gbps without impacting the well-behaved reservation 2. Overall, the border router is able to process 120 Gbps of
input (the maximum of our hardware) to fill the 40 Gbps output
link under adversarial conditions without impacting the provided
bandwidth guarantees of honest flows.
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Figure 6: Forwarding performance of the gateway (GW) and
border router (BR) as a function of the number of used cores.
The gateway is evaluated for paths consisting of four ASes
and various numbers of existing reservations (𝑟 ).
Table 2: Measurement results in Gbps for different phases.
Reservations 1 and 2 have bandwidth guarantees of 0.4 Gbps
and 0.8 Gbps, respectively.

1

2

3

Output

phase 1

Reservation 1
Reservation 2
Best effort

0.400
—
—

—
0.800
39.200

—
—
40.000

0.400
0.800
38.669

phase 2

Reservation 1
Reservation 2
Best effort
Colibri unauth.

0.400
—
—
—

—
0.800
39.200
—

—
—
20.000
20.000

0.400
0.800
38.643
—

phase 3

Inputs
Traffic class

Reservation 1
Reservation 2
Best effort
Colibri unauth.

40.000
—
—
—

—
0.800
39.200
—

—
—
20.000
20.000

0.400
0.800
38.608
—

gateway with worst-case inputs—for realistic traffic patterns the
performance would therefore further increase.
Figure 6 shows the scalability of the border router and the gateway. We observe that for both components, the performance is
almost perfectly linear in the number of cores dedicated to packet
processing. For realistic parameters such as paths consisting of four
ASes3 and around 32 000 existing reservations, the gateway can
forward 18.7 Mpps using 16 CPU cores. For packets with a payload
of 1000 B, this corresponds to a throughput of 170 Gbps. The border
router achieves even higher rates of 34.4 Mpps with 16 cores, which
corresponds to 312 Gbps when using 1000 B packet payloads.
Data-Plane Protection. Through three phases, we show that
the border router is able to effectively protect the Colibri reservations from best-effort cross traffic (phase 1), unauthentic Colibri
attacks (phase 2), and overuse of the provided bandwidth guarantees (phase 3), see Table 2.
Phase 1 shows that congestion in the best-effort traffic does not
impact the Colibri bandwidth due to the implemented traffic prioritization. Phase 2 demonstrates that unauthentic Colibri traffic
is filtered effectively due to the cryptographic checks. In phase 3,
we simulate a state where reservations 1 and 2 were flagged by the
probabilistic flow monitor as suspicious (see §4.8) and are being
deterministically monitored by means of the token-bucket algorithm. The overusing reservation 1 is limited to the guaranteed
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Resource Allocation. Multiple queuing protocols [37, 47] aim
to approximate the fair bandwidth allocation at each router. They
rely on the flow identifiers being reported correctly by the end hosts
and routers. The PCE architecture [57, 58] aims to provide inter-AS
support and allows resource allocations in GMPLS networks. Unfortunately, all on-path ASes must cooperate and trust each other.
RCS [14] is a mechanism to calculate fair traffic shares without
congestion control. DiffServ [8] enables traffic prioritization based
on multiple traffic classes but it does not provide any guarantees,
and its application is restricted to intra-domain settings. All of these
mechanisms lack security mechanisms and are thus not applicable
to the global Internet. Route Bazaar [16] uses a decentralized public
ledger to automate the negotiation of trustworthy SLOs on a pathaware Internet. This architecture, however, does not specify how
such SLOs are created and enforced, as it is focused on their dissemination, billing, and the detection of misbehavior. Colibri’s highly
secure SLOs are then complementary to Route Bazaar’s flexible
SLO negotiation framework.
RSVP. RSVP [13, 72] is a protocol to signal bandwidth reservations. As it was designed without any security considerations, reservations may not be protected during DDoS attacks. RSVP forces
routers, even with aggregation [19], to keep a large amount of state
in the fast path.
Capability-Based Mechanisms. Many systems [3, 9, 22, 30, 31,
34, 38, 66, 69] try to isolate legitimate flows from illegitimate and
malicious flows by issuing network capabilities, i.e., access tokens
for on-path entities. Privileged channels—similar to Colibri’s EERs—
may only be used in case the packet carries the token. These
schemes require defense mechanisms to protect against DoC attacks [7] and against collusion attacks [26, 53]. GLWP [65] also
achieves inter-domain reservations, but only provides a small, inflexible amount of bandwidth to each AS.
Comparison with SIBRA. The Scalable Internet Bandwidth Reservation Architecture (SIBRA) [9] is an ancestor of Colibri, and
they are both designed to operate on top of SCION. Therefore, they
share many design principles. However, Colibri makes numerous
substantial improvements.
Regarding security and performance, the major difference between the two systems is in the authentication mechanisms. SIBRA’s
hop-field authenticators are at the same time more complex (e.g.,
because of chaining) and provide weaker security guarantees: they
do not allow an on-path AS to conclusively attribute a packet to the
source, and cannot prevent the replay of authenticators. In Colibri,
this problem is solved by the two-step calculation of HVFs (Eq. (6)).
Further, monitoring is more efficient in Colibri, as it uses a single
traffic monitor to track all bandwidth classes simultaneously and,
thanks to source authentication, policing is much simpler than in
SIBRA. Then, the lack of management scalability in SIBRA, where
core reservations are static contracts, is addressed in Colibri by
supporting the renegotiation of core reservations.
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Finally, Colibri is implemented in a real system, and thus our
evaluation evaluation accounts for all processing steps (including header updates, interactions with the NIC, etc.), in contrast to
SIBRA, where only the parsing and MAC verification was evaluated.
Other DDoS-Defense Mechanisms. There exists a vast literature on DDoS-defense mechanisms; Zargar et al. published a taxonomy and extensive survey in 2013 [71]. While it is impossible
to compare Colibri to all of them, a shortcoming shared by most
mechanisms is that they are reactive and are thus not able to provide
any availability guarantees. Furthermore, filtering techniques [48,
and references therein] are vulnerable to source-address spoofing—
unless cryptographic mechanisms (e.g., in the form of capabilities)
are deployed in conjunction—and it has been shown that cloudbased traffic scrubbing can often be circumvented [59]. More recently, routing-based defenses have been proposed [50] but later
shown to be ineffective in practice [56].
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Discussion & Conclusion

The absence of global bandwidth-reservation architectures can be
attributed to many factors—excessive overhead, intricate management, negligible benefits over best-effort—that amount to a general
lack of incentives for deployment [27]. By addressing these concerns, Colibri contributes to the Internet ecosystem.
Low Overhead. Protecting performance-sensitive (e.g., low-latency) traffic is one of the main benefits of bandwidth reservation
systems. However, if a system’s overhead creates similar or worse
effects as congestion, as in many past proposals, this benefit is
negated. Colibri, on the contrary, is efficient in the data plane and
can process multi-Gbps traffic in software (§7). Moreover, besteffort traffic coexists with Colibri reservations and can scavenge
for unused bandwidth, thus avoiding network resource waste.
Simple Management. Coordinating reservation admission and
billing in a distributed, global setting poses many challenges. A
transit ISP does not have enough information to properly allocate
bandwidth to flows that are not terminating at its direct customers.
Further, billing such reservations is difficult, as costs are shared
among many entities.
End-to-end information on flows is however not necessary when
granting Colibri reservations, as the admission decision depends
on neighbor-based policies. The admission procedure is fully automated and built into the Colibri control plane; as we show in §6,
the system is fast and efficient in handing vast amounts of reservations. Additionally, thanks to the locality of policies, billing can
be implemented with scalable neighbor-to-neighbor settlements,
similarly to today’s AS peering agreements.
A Profitable Service. Historically, overprovisioning has been
the primary means with which ISPs maintain SLOs [23]. As the
Internet remained successfully operational so far, the common belief
is that this measure is largely sufficient. However, congestion is
widely observable both at the edges and in the Internet core [17],
and routing optimization is also known to generate unexpected
congestion [25]. Further, recent attacks have been able to fill even
large inter-domain links [20, 70]. Colibri reservations enforce fair
sharing during peak traffic, mitigating the impact of these events,
and enhancing the survivability and profitability of ASes. These
characteristics add value to the service proposition of an ISP, and
will therefore be drivers for deployment.
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Secure Operation. Past systems did not consider adversarial
actions, and could therefore be abused. Colibri employs a combination of light-weight cryptography, monitoring, and policing that
make it the first system to achieve worst-case SLOs in a distributed,
adversarial setting.
In summary, global network bandwidth guarantees in a public
Internet have been, so far, only a distant mirage. Now, building on
top of modern network architectures—providing per-packet source
authentication, path-aware networking, and multi-path communication—we can finally construct a scalable global bandwidthreservation system: Colibri. This is an important step towards providing strong Internet-wide SLOs and thus increasing the efficiency,
resilience, and profitability of inter-domain communication.
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AEAD
AS
BGP
CBWFQ
CDN
CServ
DoC
DDoS
DoS
DRKey
EER
EEReq
GMPLS
HopAuth
HVF
ISD
ISP
MAC
OFD
PCFS
PRF
QoS
RSVP
SLA
SLO
SegR
SegReq
ToS
WAN

B

authenticated encryption with associated data
autonomous system
the Border Gateway Protocol
class-based weighted fair queuing
content-distribution network
Colibri service
denial-of-capability
distributed-denial-of-service
denial-of-service
dynamically-recreatable-key
end-to-end reservation
end-to-end–reservation setup request
generalized multi-protocol label switching
hop authenticator
hop validation field
isolation domain
Internet service provider
message-authentication code
overuse flow detector
packet-carried forwarding state
pseudo-random function
quality of service
the Resource Reservation Protocol
service-level agreement
service-level objective
segment reservation
segment-reservation setup request
type of service
wide-area network

Traffic Isolation

Colibri is intended to coexist with best-effort traffic of the underlying network architecture, sharing the same physical infrastructure.
This raises the challenge of protecting Colibri traffic from congestion and attacks in the best-effort traffic class, while, at the same
time, ensuring that unused Colibri bandwidth is available for besteffort traffic.
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We achieve this separation by defining three different traffic
classes—best-effort, Colibri control, and Colibri data traffic—and
using queuing techniques such as priority queuing 4 or class-based
weighted fair queuing [46], which are available on most modern
networking equipment. It is crucial that priority is given to Colibri
traffic not only at border routers, but also at switches and routers in
each AS’s internal network. This requires encoding the traffic class
in the header of the intra-domain networking protocol in use. For
example, in an IP network, the traffic class can be encoded using
DiffServ and the DSCP field [8]. To defend against malicious hosts
in an AS’s network, all traffic should pass through a gateway that
sets this field to the correct value.

C

Dissemination of Segment Reservations

To reduce the latency of setting up a bandwidth reservation, end
hosts need to efficiently obtain the SegRs that are necessary to
construct their desired EERs. For this purpose, Colibri uses a hierarchical caching approach at CServs: hosts can then fetch SegRs
from their local AS with minimal latency.
Once a SegR is established, the initiator can choose to share it
publicly by registering it at its CServ along with a whitelist of ASes
that are allowed to use the SegR to create EERs. An end host can
then query its local CServ for SegRs to the intended destination,
which looks up SegRs in its database and contacts remote CServs if
necessary to fetch additional SegRs that together form a complete
path. These additional SegRs are then also cached at the local CServ.
With this hierarchical caching approach, queries can be answered
with low latency. However, it is not directly observable when the
version in a remote SegR is switched, which may lead to end hosts
initiating EEReqs with an outdated underlying reservation. This is
not an issue, as the remote CServ can indicate expiry of the SegR
during setup of the EER, allowing the end host to retry with the new
version of the SegR. As this reply also passes through the source
AS’s CServ, its cache can be invalidated.
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Distributed Colibri Service

For an AS that receives a very large amount of reservations (e.g., an
AS located in the Internet core), a CServ that is deployed on a single
machine will be subject to high load and can potentially become the
bottleneck. If this is the case, the AS can leverage the hierarchical
structure of reservations to distribute the load efficiently.
While admission for SegRs requires a complete view of all SegRs
passing through the AS, EEReqs can be handled using knowledge
of only a specific subset of the reservations in the AS. Concretely,
the decision of an AS to admit an EER depends only on the state
of the adjacent SegRs that are used in the requested reservation.
While this is a single SegR in most cases, a transfer AS (located
at the intersection of path segments) may need to consider both
the underlying incoming and the outgoing SegRs in the admission
process. Even in this more complex case, the decision can be split
into two separate problems: (i) admission based on the incoming
SegR, and (ii) admission based on the outgoing SegR.

4 As

the CServ ensures that the total bandwidth of all active reservations does not
exceed the available bandwidth reserved for Colibri, strict priority queuing can be
used without risking starvation of best-effort traffic.
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These observations enable a decomposition of the CServ into
three types of sub-services: the coordinator sub-service, which handles all SegReq; (ii) the ingress sub-service, which handles EEReqs
that use a given ingress interface; and (iii) the egress sub-service,
which handles EEReqs that use a given egress interface and is only
necessary at transfer ASes. In case a load balancer is used to distribute requests across sub-services on the same interface, it must
assign the requests such that all EEReqs based on the same underlying SegR are processed by the same sub-service. This enables
the admission decisions to be parallelized easily. Depending on
the expected load, the AS can deploy the sub-service instances on
dedicated machines or routers.
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Additional Evaluation Results

We also explored the performance of the gateway and the border
router with respect to differently sized Colibri packets. Because the
size of the packet headers together with a payload of 1500 B exceeds
the Ethernet maximum transmission unit, we enabled jumbo frame
support in our test network.
For this experiment, we initialize the gateway with 215 preexisting reservations; the border router does not maintain state
on reservations. We observed that for both components, forwarding is not influenced by the payload size. The border router and the
gateway can forward 3 Mpps and 1.5 Mpps respectively, independently of the payload size.

